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Abstract

This paper discusses how technology convergence is affecting the regulatory landscape of media freedom and media pluralism in Europe and draws relevant policy recommendations on its future development in light of the forthcoming proposal for a European Media Freedom Act.
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1. Introduction*

Digital platforms added a new and powerful layer to the existing models of content and information distribution. We now consume media in different ways and formats than those we still often associate with legacy media such as press, radio, or television broadcast. In addition to digital outlets, citizens increasingly receive news and information from social media and search engines.¹

Studies increasingly show how platforms curate content, and design and control exposure to social discourse content, exercising a considerable amount of editorial role, which interferes with freedom of expression,² and with greater effects where moderation is automated.³ In principle, the content displayed in search engines and shared on social media is not created by the platforms themselves. However, it is through social media how user-generated content is distributed massively, and this can include partisan news⁴ as well as defamatory⁵ and unlawful content, contributing to growing disinformation. In the attention-based economy,⁶ online platforms’ algorithms are carefully designed to direct users’ exposure to certain content. Thus, with behaviour design on a mass scale, platforms accumulate vast amounts of wealth and power.⁷ This accumulation of power does not solely refer to market power but also to platforms’ influence in the process of public opinion formation, shaping political views and voting attitudes. Today, platforms increasingly exercise a significant amount of editorial control and even of censorship, disturbing the healthy functioning of democracy. However, due to their role as intermediary services and the lack of editorial responsibility, platforms and aggregators are not subject, as a rule, to obligations arising from media law.

Instead, threats to pluralism and disinformation in social media are either broadly addressed as part of legislative initiatives aimed at regulating digital markets and services or scattered in compartmentalised rules to deal with hate speech, illegal content, or disinformation. At national level, several jurisdictions are amending or introducing provisions concerning the protection of
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media freedom to fight political agitation through fake news in social media.\(^8\) Due to the threats of disinformation, “online media freedom” is currently regulated at domestically to respond to the needs of the local markets. For example, legislation such as the German Network Enforcement Act (“NetzDG”) or the French Law on Countering Online Hatred (“Avia Law”) set different guidelines on content moderation. These rules do not have in mind the European internal market. The result is a fragmented regulatory landscape that presents unequal standards for media freedom protection across Europe and across technologies, creating barriers within the digital single market and preventing free movement of (information society) services.\(^9\)

Another phenomenon to take into consideration is that the legislator is increasingly placing decision-making power on private actors by allocating law enforcement responsibilities to platforms, e.g., against copyright infringements, illegal content, or hate-speech. To comply with this ‘regulatory intermediary’ role,\(^10\) platforms use a wide array of tools for enforcement such as users’ flags of inappropriate content, notice-and-takedown, keywords, and algorithmic tools. Mandated content moderation is often implemented through algorithms, which constantly monitor users’ behaviour and content within the platform and that allow automated decision-making (ADM). Arguably, such approach acknowledges that platforms seem better equipped to enforce regulation and police online behaviour more effectively than the regulator, making highly efficient regulation possible.\(^11\) However, the way in which these tools are built remain unknown not only to the public, but also to the users who are affected by platforms’ decisions, having a significant impact on due process rights and the right to an effective remedy.\(^12\) Therefore, this approach can exacerbate problems of democratic accountability, by leaving in the hands of unaccountable structures the definition and protection of public interests.\(^13\)

Despite the identified drawbacks, the capacity of platforms to enforce regulation more effectively than the state itself is changing the traditional top-down pattern of regulation, favouring co-regulation, regulatory intermediation, and polycentric structures of decision-making power. Hence, while regulatory action is needed at EU level, different policy options shall be considered. Any intervention for the protection of media freedom in the digital world shall include an assessment of current regulatory actions in different sectors and at different levels whose competences are distributed between the EU and the Member States. The complexity of this matter is explained by the politically sensitive nature of interventions at EU level for regulating media, where justifications based on internal market narratives might
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not be sufficient. The result is overlapping objectives defined at different levels (national/supranational) that interact with multi-level (and multi-actor) enforcement structures.

Due to current EU plans to propose a framework for media freedom, the European Media Freedom Act (hereinafter ‘EMFA’), 14 this paper assesses the feasibility and desirability of regulating media freedom at EU level.

There are important geographical and historical variations from country to country with regard to media governance. 15 While some countries follow a more interventionist approach, e.g. in Southern Europe, in others, media has been traditionally governed through institution building, based on self-regulatory professional bodies and non-binding rules to protect media autonomy such as in the UK or the US. 16 Despite that, a private regulatory approach is said to repeatedly fail to address endogenous problems, increasing the pressure to regulate self-regulation. 17

Accordingly, this article suggests that EMFA should be designed as meta-regulation. Meta-regulation consists of a regulatory approach to procedurally frame private regulation. 18 It is argued that media freedom meta-regulation can successfully contribute to reconcile the inherent self-regulatory nature of the sector with the necessity to provide EU defined standards for media freedom in the internal market.

However, while EMFA is primarily aimed at mitigating regulatory uncertainty and domestic regulatory abuses in state advertising and state control of the media, this paper assesses this supranational public policy intervention from the perspective of protecting media freedom and pluralism online. 19 Thus, the paper focuses on the horizontality of content moderation and explains how both traditional media and online intermediaries put media freedom and pluralism at risk, calling for technology neutral regulation. From the perspective of technology neutrality, 20 the paper builds on the idea that, despite forthcoming rules in the Digital Services Act (‘DSA’), 21 the EMFA should be an opportunity to address media freedom and media pluralism across services and business models.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the paper identifies the challenges arising from conceptual and regulatory fragmentation for media freedom online. Section 3, maps existing and forthcoming rules in the digital single market that may impact media freedom. The
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regulatory necessity, legal basis and different policy options for EMFA are examined in section 4. Section 5 proposes a set of principles underpinning the design of EMFA as meta-regulation.

2. The challenges of media freedom online

There are several factors that are contributing to the deterioration of media freedom and media pluralism and hence to a worrying erosion of democracy. This section presents the challenges for the protection of media freedom, which are arguably the result of a conceptual and regulatory fragmentation.

2.1. Conceptual fragmentation

Media freedom and media pluralism are essential pieces in any democratic society and necessary for the materialisation of human rights. However, while media freedom and pluralism are corollaries of the fundamental right to freedom of expression, neither ‘media’ or ‘pluralism’ are defined in a consistent manner throughout the EU. On the one hand, the lack of common definition responds to the need to preserve pluralist views and different cultural values within each member state as part of their idiosyncrasy. On the other, the resulting supranational conceptual deficiency has been further accentuated by the arrival of social media platforms, where news are constantly shared, blurring the lines between traditional and non-traditional ways of consuming media. Yet, although social media and search engine platforms provide information and news in a manner which is similar to the role of traditional media, traditional and non-traditional media providers are, to date, subject to very different rules. This has led domestic legislators to establish specific rules dealing with new media based on their own understanding of media pluralism.

The 2021 Media Pluralism Monitor (MPM) has reported a worrying landscape in the protection of freedom of expression, journalism and the right to information in the period 2020-2021. The increasing level of concern is largely due to the Covid-19 pandemic that, in addition to recovery measures to alleviate the decrease of revenues from advertising, led to the introduction of specific measures to prevent and reduce disinformation with specific mechanisms for controlling the spread of information. In the long run, however, these limitations, which significantly impact freedom of expression, would be difficult to reverse. Connected to the pandemic or not, media freedom and independence seem to be at risk in the EU and in Europe at large, particularly in countries from the Balkan Peninsula and in East Europe.


23 Council of Europe, Recommendation CM/Rec(2022)11 of the Committee of Ministers to member States on principles for media and communication governance (Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 6 April 2022 at the 1431st meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies).


27 MPM2021.
Focusing on the formation of a media freedom theory, Tambini resorts to Rawls’ foundations for any theory of freedom such as the possibility to identify who are the actors/agents that enjoy freedom, what are the freedoms that they enjoy, and what is the reach of that freedom.\(^{28}\) He claims that, as it currently stands, the existing theory of media freedom ‘does not meet this standard’, highlighting the necessity of a theory of media freedom and its current deficiencies.\(^{29}\) The result is confusion about what media freedom actually is, leading to fragmentation at different levels. As part (or perhaps as a corollary) of the fragmented conceptual, political and legal landscape, he presents two different approaches to protect media freedom.\(^{30}\) These approaches represent divergent forms of protecting media freedom either providing positive rights based on state’s obligations to protect those rights or negative rights where media freedom is not limited by state action but by other conflicting rights; e.g. safe harbours for online intermediaries.

The resulting conceptual, regulatory, and theoretical fragmentation in the understanding of media freedom is a key problem in the current quest for principles to preserve media freedom in the digital public space. Building on Tambini’s identified patterns of confusion, the rest of this article elaborates on the regulatory consequences of inconsistent regulatory approaches to media freedom in a technologically convergent scenario.

### 2.2. Regulatory fragmentation

Conceptual fragmentation arguably contributes to further regulatory fragmentation – it is difficult to draw the limits of media regulation if there is no consensus on what media is. To date, the regulation of media freedom is largely concerned with traditional media providers. As such, media regulation is scattered across technologies with different rules for broadcast, press and internet media.

Widespread access to internet has meant a wider participatory platform for communication and greater involvement in political debates.\(^{31}\) The transfer from the offline to the online sphere of the political debate involves –or at least it did during the early days of the internet- more decentralised and distributed networks for information access and sharing. However, network externalities soon triggered the emergence of dominant platforms and social media that (re-) channelled and (re-)centered communications networks.\(^{32}\) The result is that platforms and aggregators have disrupted the market, shattered traditional media business and revenue models,\(^{33}\) and relocated the legal and moral duty of media services providers to preserve media freedom.

Aware of the transformation of the media and audiovisual sectors, national legislators are taking action to monitor and restrict/control increasing platforms’ power over opinion formation such as the German NetzDG or the French Avia Law abovementioned. In additional to national
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variations, there are also a variety of approaches that involve combinations of public regulation, self-regulation and private ordering, national, supranational and subnational rules, some of which are directly concerned with media freedom and some others are concerned with other sectors such as telecommunications, platform regulation, copyright or even data protection, but whose safeguards could be extended to protect media freedom.\(^{34}\)

As a result, the EU landscape for addressing the role of platforms and aggregators in the context of media freedom is both fragmented and complex. Fragmented because it follows a piecemeal approach with different areas of action and degrees of integration. The following section presents a short overview of the resulting regulatory cacophony of norms and assesses whether current threats to media freedom are effectively mitigated with the existing approaches.

### 3. Media freedom and pluralism in the regulation, self-regulation and co-regulation of digital platforms

The 2010 Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD) was one of the first comprehensive steps towards the harmonisation of the audiovisual media sector across jurisdictions but also for levelling the playing field across business models.\(^{35}\) The policy objectives of the current AVMSD are media pluralism, cultural diversity, consumer protection, the proper functioning of the internal market and the promotion of fair competition.\(^{36}\) Although the purpose of the AVMSD is not to regulate online platforms, some social media services fall under the scope of the revised AVMSD where the audiovisual media content shared among users constitutes an essential functionality of the social media service (e.g. YouTube or TikTok),\(^{37}\) subject to the compliance with the Commission’s Guidelines on the practical application of the essential functionality criterion.\(^{38}\) The scope’s expansion to video-sharing platforms (VSPs) was primarily intended to provide a more robust framework for the protection of minors from harmful content, fighting hate speech and illegal content, and establishing common standards on advertising. While the regime of liability exemptions provided in the 2001 eCommerce Directive\(^{39}\) remains applicable, especially the prohibition of general monitoring obligations of Article 15, the AVMSD mandates Member States to introduce provisions requiring VSPs to include the requirements about protected content in their terms and conditions and to establish flagging mechanisms


\(^{37}\) Ibid. Recital 5.
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for reporting inappropriate content.\textsuperscript{40} The inherent tension between the eCommerce regime of intermediaries’ safe-harbours and the application of the AVMSD to VSPs is one of the many motivations that justify the long-awaited overhaul of online intermediaries liability’s regime.\textsuperscript{41}

This inherent tension is more evident if considering the policing nature of the recent EU Regulation on terrorist content online,\textsuperscript{42} which limits the liability exemption for hosting services provided in Article 14 of the eCommerce Directive, or the introduction of filtering and monitoring obligations under the much-discussed Article 17 of the Copyright Directive,\textsuperscript{43} which runs against the spirit of the prohibition of general monitoring obligations contained in the eCommerce Directive.\textsuperscript{44} The “prosecutorial/inquisitorial” character of the Regulation on terrorist content or the Copyright Directive contrasts with the more “adversarial” approach of the AVMSD’s flagging system.

Naturally, there are (and there will be) areas where emerging problems will require innovative solutions that will challenge existing approaches. Sector-specific derogations to the safe harbour regime gradually increased as the capacity of platforms to better enforce regulation developed, giving rise to friction points like the ones abovementioned. This, together with current shifting public attitudes towards increasing platforms’ responsibilities, called for a more horizontal and serious treatment of platforms providers at EU level.

In such light, the Proposal for a Digital Services Act (DSA) intends to set a more comprehensive and up-to-date framework for all intermediary services. The rules propose to establish a conditional regime of liability exemptions as well as due diligence obligations while maintaining the no general monitoring approach. However, the new rules reveal an increasing understanding of online intermediaries as ‘regulatory intermediaries’\textsuperscript{45} provided that the proposed rules entrust the enforcement of public regulation by ordering intermediaries to act against illegal content by the relevant national judicial or administrative authorities.\textsuperscript{46}

The new DSA proposed rules could indeed serve as a support to policies safeguarding media freedom and media pluralism. More specifically, the DSA proposal tackles potential risks of biased civil discourse or disinformation based on a risk-assessment by very large online platforms (VLOPs) that might include any negative impact on fundamental rights (including actions that would distort electoral processes) followed by risk-mitigation actions.\textsuperscript{47} In its Opinion on the DSA Proposal, the European Parliament’s Committee on Legal Affairs (JURI)

\begin{enumerate}
\item Article 28b(3) AVSMD.
\item See Busch (2020), supra n 10.
\item Article 8 DSA Proposal.
\item Article 26 and 27 DSA proposal (Original text proposed by the Commission).
\end{enumerate}
proposes to specifically consider any negative effect for the exercise of freedom and pluralism of the media as one of the ‘systemic risks’, and recommends the introduction of specific actions for mitigating risks for freedom of expression and freedom and pluralism of the media. In particular, JURI proposes an amendment to the DSA proposal prohibiting VLOPs that allow for the dissemination of press publications from ‘removing, disabling access to, suspending or otherwise interfering with such content or services or suspending or terminating the service providers’ accounts on the basis of the alleged incompatibility of such content with their terms and conditions, as well as on the basis of any self-regulatory or coregulatory standard or measure (…)’.

As mentioned above, in the media sector, and particularly regarding the protection of media pluralism and media freedom, self-regulation by journalists and other media professionals has been a significant tool in the media sector to limit state interference. Due to the potential of self-regulatory professional and ethical standards for governing the industry and preserving its autonomy, the legislator has recognised and even mandated self-regulation in the sector. These self-regulatory and to some extent co-regulatory instruments such as codes of conduct are complementing legislative rules to mitigate the impact of online risks over media freedom and media plurality. For example, the EU Code of practice on disinformation, published in 2018, is a voluntary commitment to monitor and prevent disinformation through a set of best practices. The Code, to be soon strengthened, includes specific practices to be observed for preserving transparency in political advertising, for instance. The Annex of Best Practices annexed to the Code collects a set of examples of policies from some leading platforms on political advertising and how they inform users that they are being exposed to political advertising.

In sum, the growing catalogue of EU rules for regulating the online ecosystem increasingly covers media freedom and media pluralism. Yet, horizontal rules for new actors based on the technology and business model used to provide their services can be seen as a duplication of legislation (one regime for online platforms, one for traditional media), which widens the gap between the regulatory regime of traditional media and rules for the online landscape. The result is a lack of consistent safeguards for protecting media freedom and media pluralism online that, instead, makes these two democratic pillars more vulnerable.
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48 See Article 26 Opinion of the Committee on Legal Affairs for the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on Single Market for Digital Services (Digital Services Act), 11.10.2021, 2020/0361(COD). The Opinion of the Committee on Culture and Education (CULT) on the DSA, 5.10.20212020/0361(COD) also proposes to specifically consider any negative impact on media freedom and media pluralism as a systemic risk but, unlike JURI, it does not suggest any specific action for risk mitigation aimed at safeguarding media freedom and media pluralism.

49 Here, the article makes a cross references to Article 2(4) of the Copyright Directive and Article 1(1)(a) for the definition of ‘press publication’ and ‘audiovisual media service’ respectively.

50 See Article 27a of JURI Opinion on DSA, supra n 48.

51 Tambini, supra n 16.


4. European Media Freedom Act: A European framework for media freedom

4.1. Do we need a European framework for media freedom?

A possible solution to the problem of regulatory fragmentation in the protection of media freedom in the EU is to provide a supranational regulatory instrument that, while respecting the Amsterdam Protocol on the domestic governance of the funding of public media, ensures the impartiality and integrity of the EU media market. This was one of the reasons to include specific provisions on transparency of ownership structures in the revised AVMSD. Yet, in addition to ownership transparency and harmonisation of national media rules on traditional media, EU-level standards might be also needed to fight disinformation and to preserve media freedom and pluralism by ensuring access to diverse media sources, both offline and online, including social media in the digital single market. Hence, and due to the limited impact of the new AVMSD on media plurality and ownership transparency, the European Commission is taking a step forward to protect media freedom under an integrated framework and a proposal for a European Media Freedom Act (EMFA) is expected in Q3 2022.

A European framework for media freedom can be seen as an opportunity to increase plurality safeguards and regulatory cooperation by reinforcing the EU’s capacity to sanction and monitor political interventions and conflict of interests that limit media freedom. Yet, this approach raises important questions.

First: Do we want/need similar rules to those of traditional media for content on social media? While it has been found that traditional media and political campaigns alone are more effective in spreading disinformation than dedicated and massive disinformation operations over social media platforms, further action is also needed to prevent deliberate manipulation of opinion formation through social media. There is growing evidence that content shared on social media and accessible through news aggregators and content moderation practices have an impact media freedom and media pluralism. Recent events such as the Cambridge Analytica scandal, Trump’s bans from social media participation or the halting of Russian propaganda channels in major platforms because of the war in Ukraine are examples of the increasing power of social media to shape public discourses. This triggers the following question: what vision of society do platforms provide to their users? This is a question that perhaps was not on the table when the eCommerce Directive was drafted in 2000. Platforms of information have changed and so should the rules –and the underlying values– that govern them.

Second: Do we need EU rules to preserve media freedom in the different Member States? A basic argument could suggest that a borderless technology cannot be regulated with border-
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related rules. A more sophisticated opinion would require an analysis on subsidiarity (see infra 4.2). But before moving into subsidiarity considerations, we shall also consider the necessity of EU-level rules pending parallel approaches such as the DSA.

This conclusion can be achieved by replying to a third question: Is the DSA the right place to regulate media diversity?\textsuperscript{61} Answering this question would require assessing the mechanisms contained in the DSA proposal that will potentially have an impact on media plurality and opinion formation. For example, ‘content moderation’ is an umbrella concept in the DSA that covers from illegal content to information incompatible with the terms and conditions of intermediary services providers.\textsuperscript{62} Moreover, pursuant to the DSA proposal, adherence and compliance with specific codes of conduct are an ‘appropriate mitigation risk measure’ against disinformation.\textsuperscript{63} The DSA’s approach towards disinformation has wider consequences. The lack of a definition in the DSA of what constitutes ‘harmful’ content can be seen as a response to stakeholders’ concerns about the impact on fundamental rights of a rigid definition, but it poses serious risks in terms of lack of harmonisation across countries and potential criminalisation arising from recent domestic initiatives on disinformation.\textsuperscript{64}

Another problematic angle of regulating media diversity in the DSA relates to the possibility of introducing media exemptions, as currently discussed in the European Parliament.\textsuperscript{65} A media exemption would prohibit any kind of moderation (including removal, suspension of access, or interference) by intermediary services providers of content by press publications or by editorial content providers. Without disregarding press freedom, it should be acknowledged that media exemptions could open the door to disinformation in a context in which fake news are primarily shared through social media.

Lastly, in line with the European case law,\textsuperscript{66} conditional immunity from liability to intermediaries based on compliance with DSA provisions\textsuperscript{67} can be seen as a step in the right direction to remove illegal content from public accessibility. However, this can unnecessarily impact freedom of expression, especially in cases where platforms adopt a cautious approach and remove dubious content to avoid losing immunity.

Accordingly, as it currently stands, the DSA will not (and perhaps should not) replace or provide a specific framework for media content providers. Therefore, a more dedicated framework establishing harmonised supranational standards to address and protect online media freedom and media pluralism should at least be pondered.

4.2. \textit{What legal basis?}

\textsuperscript{61} ML Stasi, intervention during EDMO Workshop, \textit{Media exemption in the DSA: protecting editorial independence or a loophole for disinformation?}, organised by the European Digital Media Observatory (EDMO) – Policy Research and Analysis, which is coordinated by the Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (CMPF). 22 November 2021 (online).

\textsuperscript{62} Article 2, let p) DSA Proposal.

\textsuperscript{63} See Recital 68 DSA Proposal.


\textsuperscript{65} Amendment proposing introduction of Article 27a, JURI on Opinion DSA Proposal supra n 48. Amendment proposing introduction of Article 7a, CULT Opinion on DSA Proposal supra n 33.

\textsuperscript{66} Case C-324/09 – L’Oréal, see para. 124.

\textsuperscript{67} E.g. Article 5(1) and 14(3) DSA Proposal.
To regulate media freedom and pluralism at supranational level, the EU Commission plans actions under both the European Democracy Action Plan and the Media and Audiovisual Media Plan. The overarching goal is to set a framework that, while advancing an internal market for the media sector, protects media freedom and media pluralism. However, reluctance to intervene on media at EU level is often supported on the lack of EU's competence in the field of media policy. In this light, developing a complete framework that enables sanctioning any actions that impair media freedom such as the forthcoming European Media Freedom Act is a highly sensitive issue, which requires a convincing analysis of legal competence.

EMFA will be a Regulation based on Article 114 TFEU. This legal basis enables the adoption of measures for the harmonisation of Member States’ rules that could frustrate the adequate functioning of the internal market and have an effect on its fundamental freedoms.

In situations where internal market harmonization is used as a legal basis, it is important that the legal instrument passes the subsidiarity (and proportionality) test, given that Article 114 TFEU does not give the ‘exclusive competence to regulate economic activity in the internal market’. This means that the EMFA text would have to pass the threshold of the Protocol (No 2) on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality and the scrutiny criteria shaped over time by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). In this regard, the CJEU has long sustained that any divergence needs to significantly distort the internal market, not abstract risks. Therefore, any action will be justified if it prevents the emergence of potential barriers to trade and contributes to eliminate the distortion of competition.

According to the European Commission, the internal market is affected by: (i) different national rules on media pluralism, (ii) insufficient structures for cooperation between independent media regulators, (iii) instances of public and private interference in the ownership, management or operation of media outlets, and (iv) lack of media pluralism safeguards, including online.
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Internal and external entry and trade barriers can become a risk to fundamental freedoms, in particular free movement of services within the digital single market. Divergent laws dealing with media content in the different member states can indeed pose a barrier to the internal market. Moreover, it can be argued that there is also a considerable risk of impact on media freedom and pluralism within the internal market due to media power concentration in domestic markets. In this regard, Article 114 TFEU can be relied upon to ‘prevent the emergence of future obstacles to trade resulting from multifarious development of national laws’.

In the regulation of online intermediaries, specifications defined at national level may threaten regulatory harmonisation and violate EU law. Even technical regulations at domestic level that seemingly have little to do with media freedom can have an impact if member states intend to set their own technical specifications for the elaboration of transparency reports or for the functioning of automated processes for content removal. This is the case, for instance, of the German NetzDG. Gorwa provides a very comprehensive insight of how NetzDG’s regulatory approach did not only raise concerns as to posing a potential barrier to the internal market but how, by being at odds with the EU’s legal agenda, it might have significantly contributed to change the course of EU-level regulation. Yet, although such discussion concerns content moderation and it more directly relates to the preparation of DSA, divergent domestic rules will also have an impact on an even more sensitive issue such as media freedom.

Obstacles to the internal market are also the result of the inconsistent implementation of the revised AVMSD regarding media ownership and the independence of the national regulator. For example, the developments in Poland and Hungary are likely to impact not only media pluralism but also cross-border intra-EU trade as the market is currently distorted by the increasing state control over the media. For example, the controversial Polish Lex TVN that puts the spotlight on the largest independent US broadcaster in the country, TVN.

Undistorted competition can also be endorsed by Article 114 TFEU, which can be used to harmonise legislation with the aim of making markets more competitive. In fact, similar to roaming charges, potential abuses by domestic media players and the eventual failure to protect media freedom could result in anticompetitive effects in media markets that can harm citizens and their right of access to balanced and plural media coverage.

We shall also consider the suitability of Article 114 TFEU to achieve regulatory objectives that go beyond pure internal market considerations such as freedom of information, freedom

78 Ó Fathaigh, R., Helberger, N., & Appelman, N. (2021), supra n 64.


82 Gorwa, R. (2021), ‘Elections, institutions, and the regulatory politics of platform governance: The case of the German NetzDG’ 45(6) Telecommunications Policy, 102145. In this article, Gorwa illustrates how, before NetzDG, the Commission did not intend to establish law-level standards for content moderation. Instead, at that time the Commission was favoring self- and co-regulatory solutions such as the Code of Conduct on Hate Speech.

83 Franck et al, supra n 79 at p. 30.

84 See para. 39 Case C-58/08, Vodafone.
of expression and, particularly, free expression of the opinion of the people in the choice of the legislature. This also covers situations in which EMFA establishes rules not only concerning the approximation of national laws but also individual measures that are legally binding on individuals such as, for example, rules on VLOPs to take action against disinformation. In this regard, the CJEU has held that, if needed, ‘measures from the approximation’ encompasses the power to establish individual measures. Moreover, it is argued that the internal market can function as a ‘normative corridor’ in which social interests and fundamental rights are protected with harmonisation and free movement rules. One important implication of this approach is that requires private actors to horizontally apply fundamental rights, requiring private actors to pursue collective interests. This is an issue long debated within EU legal scholarship. While it had been long recognised that private regulation has an impact on free movement, Viking and Laval deployed full effect of the horizontal application of primary EU law.

Subsidiarity requires that EU-level interventions are justified due to the absence of alternative regulatory methods. This applies with regard to the chosen regulatory instrument as well as alternative legal basis. In relation to the chosen regulatory instrument, Article 114 TFEU can be used to issue both Regulations and Directives. And while Article 167 TFEU for cultural diversity or Article 173 TFEU can be considered an alternative legal basis to Article 114 TFEU, the CJEU has considered that internal market competence can be used despite the fact that other objectives are also pursued.

Lastly, part of a subsidiarity analysis involves the examination of whether national action or the lack of EU action would conflict with the Treaty. In this regard, it has been extensively argued that the lack of free and independent media is at odds with the healthy functioning of democracy. In this regard, a supranational framework for the protection of media freedom and pluralism with rules that ensure media coverage and access to balanced and plural media,
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86 See para. 37, Case C-359/92 Germany v Council.


90 For a comprehensive and critical examination of this approach, see Schepel, H. (2012), ‘Constitutionalising the market, marketising the constitution, and to tell the difference: On the horizontal application of the free movement provisions in EU law’ European Law Journal, 18(2), 177-200.


92 See para. 88 Case C-376/98, Germany v Parliament and Council (‘Tobacco’).


94 In particular, Article 2 on the Treaty of European Union. See for extensive references of the role of media freedom in democracy, 2021 Rule of Law Report.
especially in countries where independence of the media has been questioned, has become necessary to strengthening democracy in the EU.\footnote{Call for evidence for an Impact Assessment on the Media Freedom Act, supra n 71.} Therefore, regulatory action is needed and EMFA should level the playing field for media services providers across the EU, recognizing the role of media service providers and online intermediaries in the preservation of media freedom.

### 4.3. Policy options

The choice between different regulatory solutions for the media sector will be determined by the objectives to be achieved. Each objective will require the design of specific policies.\footnote{Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, Better regulation: Joining forces to make better laws. COM/2021/219 final.} For example, important threats to the right to receive information and democracy posed by massive disinformation campaigns will need significantly different actions than those to protect the rights of individuals whose posts have been removed for allegedly infringing platforms’ terms and conditions on other more minor grounds.

Pursuant to the recent Call for evidence for an Impact Assessment on the Media Freedom Act (EMFA) the new regulatory instrument would pursue four key objectives:\footnote{Supra n 71.} first, to establish consistent regulatory standards on media freedom and pluralism for media companies operating in the internal market; second, to ensure EU citizens’ access to diverse online and offline media; third, to preserve editorial independence and prevent political interference in the management of media; and fourth, to encourage undistorted competition ensuring fair allocation of resources.

Among the different policy options to achieve those aims, the Commission has put on the table two options. One is to issue a Recommendation aimed at encouraging Member States to take action to better scrutinise media market operations, increase ownership transparency, protect editorial independence and media plurality, and to promote a transparent allocation of state resources (Option 1).\footnote{Ibid. at p. 3} Under this model, the European Regulators Group for Audiovisual Media Services (ERGA) would work as a framework for exchanging best practices.

The second policy option (Option 2) involves the creation of a specific legislative framework containing ‘common principles’ for supervising media market transactions and market distortions at national level. This legislation would also set principles for protecting editorial independence and the transparent allocation of state resources and would create a framework to foster innovation and cooperation across borders of media companies that contributes to financial independence and long-term sustainability of the media sector.\footnote{Ibid.}

Most remarkably, Option 2 mentions that EU legislation would also aim to ‘foster consistent regulatory and self-regulatory standards relevant for media pluralism, offline and online’. This means that, under this option, the Commission plans to tackle any limitations to media pluralism regulating not only traditional media but also new actors such as social media. What the concrete actions in this regard will be is still unknown and, therefore, the variety of approaches turns any assessment of existing and forthcoming regulatory solutions into a
purely normative exercise. Therefore, based on the normative nature of this appraisal, the next session proposes what could be those common principles towards consistent regulatory standards for online media freedom.

5. EMFA as meta-regulation. Some principles

The move of public opinion and social discourse from traditional media to the online platform ecosystem has resulted in a complex set of relationships, significantly altering the traditional media’s architecture of control of information. Thus, when new relations and interactions are formed in the regulatory landscape it is important to design fundamental regulatory principles.¹⁰⁰

Understanding the complexity of regulating media freedom at EU level and across technologies is a first step towards designing workable regulatory solutions. The challenge lies in the difficulty to simultaneously pursue conflicting goals. On the one hand, the desirability of protecting and even supporting the self-regulatory nature of the media (including online platforms) to preserve the independence of media. On the other, the necessity to regulate the action of media providers due to their capacity to (massively) administer freedom of speech. To accommodate both objectives, this article suggests that the forthcoming regulatory instrument, EMFA, should be an instance of meta-regulation.

Meta-regulation can be broadly understood as the public oversight of private regulation.¹⁰¹ Providing a meta-regulatory framework can be an attractive and preferred option for the following reasons: first, it aligns two conflicting objectives. Arguably, the dichotomy between protecting (control) and enabling (independence) media freedom can only be overcome by benefiting from the autonomy of the media sector to self-regulate while providing a minimum set of protections and safeguards afforded by the law. This can be used as an opportunity to decentralise content moderation and making it more transparent and inclusive.¹⁰² Second, meta-regulation has potential for long term sustainability. A reflexive meta-regulatory framework can better accommodate the long-term vision of the regulatory intervention, while facilitating its alignment with regulatory and policy goals. And third, a meta-regulatory framework can provide harmonised standards focused on increasing regulatory cooperation and to establish a framework that is also consistent with the principle of technology neutrality. Despite the complexity of regulating media at substantial level, an EU intervention based on meta-regulation can be an opportunity to create a governance framework based on institutional and procedural mechanisms and harmonised rules for decision-making. In the context of media freedom this means establishing mechanisms towards convergent regulatory and self-regulatory standards since they both function as the basis to adjudicate fundamental rights.¹⁰³ Such meta-regulatory design would facilitate the achievement of the pursued regulatory objectives, while making EMFA a long-lasting and dynamic instrument to govern media freedom in the 21st century. The following principles provide some guidance on how meta-regulation for media freedom would work.

¹⁰⁰ Tambini (2021), A Theory of Media Freedom, supra n 28.


¹⁰² Kaye (2018), supra n 17.

#1 – **EMFA should provide a horizontal framework that covers all media**

The legislator should use this opportunity to limit *any* action(s) that may endanger media freedom.\(^\text{104}\) A dedicated framework for media freedom is indeed an opportunity to horizontally address threats to media diversity across technologies but also to fill the gaps left by sector-specific instruments. Moreover, EU-level interventions in media should not be limited to the impact of domestic market concentration in the internal market. Instead, the transnational nature of the digital single market requires supranational attention.

Traditional/legacy media power, once in the hands of national powerful players, is increasingly hoarded by transnational corporations. With an increase of the international activity of the media and big corporations operating across countries, commonly defined guidelines and principles to ensure media independence and transparency of ownership in the EU internal market are needed, as signalled in the 2021 MPM and EU Rule of Law Report. But this approach should also apply to new media services providers, which operate in a highly concentrated sector due to network externalities.

In the online sphere, opinion power is increasingly in the hands of online platforms and aggregators. Regulatory standards for media freedom protection based on competition in the internal market should rely on a harmonised but also all-encompassing understanding of ‘media’. In other words, eventual EU media freedom standards should cover *all* media. However, this does not mean that the legislator should provide a definition of ‘media’ or a list of the services that would be covered. The preferred approach is, instead, a dynamic scope that understands media freedom as a framework through which freedom of expression can be effectively exercised, including the delineation of parameters to identify what type of services do, and do not, benefit from exemptions and privileges. This would contribute to identify what understanding of media freedom serves best to the objective of a careful regulatory intervention.

Despite the difficulties of providing a dynamic definition, it remains to be seen what categories of services will be included in the forthcoming proposal. Indeed, this will be a good opportunity to provide a set of parameters that would help to delimitate the scope of the intervention.

#2 – **EMFA should not be seen as an alternative but complement to existing rules (DSA, AVMSD, etc)**

EU-level rules setting up better mechanisms of content moderation and transparent recommender system are already put forward in the DSA proposal.\(^\text{105}\) Nonetheless, manipulative polarisation of the public opinion can still occur with the capture of traditional media, regardless of whether polarised views are shared in social media platforms or aired on TV.\(^\text{106}\)

Based on the policy objectives for a European framework preserving media freedom, top-down legislation seems the preferred policy instrument for effectively regulating limitations to media freedom and independence by political and economic interferences. EU-level rules on media ownership and independence of the regulators can create uniformity across the EU.

---


\(^{105}\) Article 14 and 29 DSA Proposal.

\(^{106}\) See Benkler et al, supra n 58.
and can contribute to overcome the reported deficiencies of the implementation of the AVMSD rules by the Member States. EU intervention can contribute to reducing existing barriers to internal market freedoms and prevent anti-competitive behaviour where competition law alone is not enough. For example, EU level harmonization legislation on media freedom can prevent legislation like the Polish law on media ownership that prohibits foreign media (particularly, Discovery’s TVN) in the domestic market. The DMA does not seem enough to address the impact on media freedom because ‘fairness’ requires a different treatment in the media sector due to the influence and power of platforms. Therefore, a *lex specialis* on media freedom would establish a framework of minimum set requirements to specifically protect media freedom in traditional and new media.

Rules on advertising, including political advertising, not only for traditional media but also for online platforms would also level the playing field between traditional media and intermediary services providers.107 In this regard, proposed rules on political advertising aim at putting forward measures to ensure the transparency of political advertising across the different technologies used by citizens to obtain accurate information, especially during political campaigns. The DSA proposal also contains provisions on transparency of online advertising.108 Yet, these might not be enough if considering how traditional media providers have been hit by the pandemic and how platforms are disrupting their revenue model.109 Accordingly, a prospective EU framework for media freedom should address revenue models for both platforms (and aggregators) and traditional media. Here, however, the definition of specific limits should be left to the Member States, to better adapt interventions to domestic needs.

**#3 – EMFA should be designed as a reinforced governance framework for media (internal) market regulation underpinning self-regulation and privatised enforcement**

Compared to conventional regulation, meta-regulation acknowledges the discretion of self-regulation to set out specific operational details.110 A meta-regulatory approach is compatible with the aspirations of the European Commission, which recognises the potential of self-regulation to preserve media freedom and media coverage online and, hence, it calls for preserving self-regulatory approaches in the sector.111

Self-regulatory tools are varied. They can range from codes of conduct, best practices or industry standards to contracts.112 In this regard, and in a consistent manner with the DSA proposal or even the proposal for regulating AI,113 it is suggested that the use and supervision

---

107 The Commission has recently put forward a proposal for a Regulation on the transparency and targeting of political advertising. Brussels, 25.11.2021. COM(2021) 731 final. The proposal establishes harmonised transparency obligations for providers of political advertising as well as harmonised rules on the use of targeting and amplification techniques for the purposes of political advertising that involve the use of personal data. The explanatory memorandum accompanying the document includes guidance on how such instrument will interplay with DSA but there is no reference to whether and how this proposal will impact media freedom.

108 Articles 24 and 30 DSA Proposal.


110 Coglianese & Mendelson (2010), supra n 18.

111 See Call for evidence for an Impact Assessment on the Media Freedom Act supra n 71, at 3.


of these mechanisms is designed under a risk-based approach that takes into consideration the impact of leaving social interests’ aspects to private regulation. Therefore, we shall consider the scope and limits of different private regulatory tools in the context of media freedom.

*Codes of conduct:* The DSA supports and promotes the development of voluntary codes of conduct as the most appropriate instrument for certain areas of consideration and mentions, in particular, the significance of codes of conduct for risk mitigation concerning specific types of illegal content. Yet, in the event of systemic risks for democracy and society, including disinformation and abusive practices, the unjustified failure to observe the code by VLOPs could be considered infringements of the obligations arising from the DSA. In the context of media freedom, a meta-regulatory approach could promote the adoption of codes of conduct for the design and implementation of actions to tackling not only disinformation but also the inclusion of pluralist views.

*Industry standards:* The DSA proposes that the Commission supports and promotes the creation and adoption of international and European voluntary industry standards that streamline the submission of notices, including those submitted by trusted flaggers through specific APIs, interfaces for complying with obligations regarding transparency of online advertising and data access and data scrutiny, procedures for auditing VLOPs, inventories of advertising repositories, and the transmission of data between advertising intermediaries. Industry standards often function as a necessary point of reference for regulatory compliance through essential requirements set out by the legislator but further defined by specialised industry actors. From the perspective of the legislator, the benefits of leaving certain aspects to standardisation are apparent. While standardisation delegates law-making power to private actors, it allows the participation of new actors into the regulatory process, especially in areas where the legislator lacks the necessary expertise and knowledge in areas characterised by technological opacity. However, the delegation of law-making power to standardisation is often controversial and contested. This is most problematic especially in cases where the definition of technical standards involves fundamental rights considerations. In this regard, attention should be paid to standardization, where actual value choices affecting fundamental rights are to be made. A metaregulatory framework can reinforce standard-setting with sufficient procedural rules ensuring better representation, legitimacy and democratic accountability.

*Terms and conditions:* In the online environment, the regulation of online behaviour is left to platforms terms and conditions, which work as a regulatory framework containing the rules that define permitted and non-permitted behaviour and establishing the consequences and
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114 Recital 68 and Article 35 DSA proposal.
115 Recital 68 DSA proposal.
116 Article 34 DSA.
121 See below, #6.
remedies for violating them. This would allow platforms to delete content or preventing users from accessing the platform by using their T&C as the legal basis for it. In fact, private actors are increasingly seen as a necessary tool in the enforcement of regulation. The capacity of private platforms to massively adjudicate disputes and to operationalise large-scale decision-making cannot be easily replicated by the courts, calling for a more proactive approach that delegates enforcement to private actors. This explains why legislators are gradually embracing the idea behind ‘code is law’, which is particularly visible in algorithmic moderation. Particularly, the ability of platforms to enforce rules, especially if embedded in algorithms, is seen by the legislator as a tool to enforce public regulation and to police online behaviour. For example, despite the prohibition of general monitoring obligations that follows intermediaries’ safe harbours, legislative obligations are currently requiring online intermediaries to incorporate architectural arrangements to enforce regulation. This approach is visible in the regime of conditional immunity of the eCommerce Directive and reinforced in the DSA text, or in the controversial Article 17 of the Copyright Directive. However, while potentially effective, this approach to internet regulation poses serious risks as it can result in undesired censorship, interfering with the fundamental right to freedom of expression. Therefore, an in line with the DSA (Article 12 of the Proposal), a metaregulatory framework will ensure that policies and procedures leading to decisions made on the basis of T&C regarding the removal of media content should be publicly accessible.

#4 – EMFA as a procedural framework for privatised enforcement.

The shift of regulatory and enforcement power from the public to the private sphere needs to be framed within the procedural guarantees acquired over time in order to prevent illegitimate derogations from freedom of expression. The self-regulatory nature of the online world in the early days of the internet has resulted in the displacement of the architecture of control of information, but the transition cannot be one from ‘control without government’ to ‘government without control’. And, most importantly, the regulatory intermediary role of private actors shall not be seen a carte blanche to set up a system of control with the collusion of the state. Particularly in relation to mandated moderation, how can such close relationship to the government(s) ensure media freedom?

Acknowledging this substantial risk is a first step towards the design and necessary establishment of procedural safeguards for the legitimacy and accountability of private adjudication. In this regard, meta-regulation for media freedom can work as a model that

122 Cantero Gamito (2017), Regulation.com, supra n 11.
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127 Lessig, Code 2.0.


129 Lessig, Code 2.0.
protects freedom of expression by providing procedural mechanisms to offset legitimacy concerns regarding the use of private regulation and privatised enforcement. In fact, it can be argued that, despite national procedural autonomy, a transformation from content to procedure can be identified in the latest EU regulatory initiatives. For example, the DSA proposal largely puts in place a procedural framework for private enforcement of broadly defined goals and concepts. Such regulatory strategy assumes that endorsing enforcement powers to private platforms can arguably contribute to more effective enforcement due to the monitoring capacity of platforms. EMFA will more likely be consistent with this approach.

Despite the possibility and desirability to introduce self-regulatory mechanisms in the regulation of media freedom, it has been argued that the responsibility to assess what is the adequate balance between the fundamental rights should not be (entirely) left to private actors. Thus, there should be mechanisms for monitoring that platform effectively contrast information and respect due process, for example by providing rights of reply and other procedural guarantees for contesting the removal of online content. Unfortunately, current lack of access to data on platforms’ moderation practices makes it difficult to provide sensible recommendations for specific policy interventions. This will hopefully change with the entry into force of the DSA.

In the context of media freedom, one question that arises is whether private adjudicator should decide on, or even define, what constitutes content diversity. In this example, while private monitoring can be problematic, the requirement of internal complaint-handling systems and certified and independent out-of-court dispute settlement bodies for redress against restrictive decisions, as required by the DSA, can work as a buffer to prevent abuses by platforms when moderating content and behaviour. A similar approach within EMFA should be considered, and maybe even expected. Yet, it is important to note that while in the DSA independence is considered vis-à-vis online platforms, a framework for media freedom should establish independent bodies not only free from platforms’ control but also from governmental interference.

#5 – Media freedom needs independent institutions

Setting up sufficiently reinforced and independent media regulators and adjudicators is a challenge in a context in which national governments can exercise control over domestic regulatory authorities. This difficult reconciliation can be overcome with supranational and clear rules for the independence of national regulators. In this regard, a reinforced role for ERGA, with further oversight powers, is a likely outcome of the EMFA proposal. In an attempt to centralise and harmonise media governance in the EU, the plan to reinforce powers and resources for establishing a strengthened body (ERGA+), is indeed a necessary
measure towards more effective and independent monitoring mechanism. However, some observations shall be made.

First, a supranational supervisory mechanism does not necessarily mean supranational supremacy. A reinforced ERGA will indeed contribute to set common principles to monitor media freedom at the domestic level and to prevent the re-politicisation of national regulators. However, the legal text shall also include clear rules on whether a supranational entity is to define concepts such as ‘media diversity’. In this regard, it is important to strike a balance between institutionalisation and proceduralisation.¹³⁵

Second, the legislator should refrain from creating institutions and mechanisms that could become points of friction and increase the probability to be subject to capture by the governments, endangering media freedom and editorial independence.¹³⁶ Therefore, reinforcing ERGA rather than creating ex-novo authorities seems a sensible option.

Third, in the institutional and procedural design the legislator should acknowledge the substantial differences between private adjudicators or even internal appeal bodies, such as for example Facebook Oversight Board (FOB), and the courts. The opposite could result in the horizontal application of fundamental rights.¹³⁷ The problem with the horizontal application of fundamental rights in the context of media freedom is associated with delegating decision-making on fundamental rights issues to non-monitored actors, especially where decisions have been automated with algorithms.

Accordingly, it is suggested that any regulatory reform takes into consideration the necessity of institutional separation. This requires understanding content moderation as an administrative function rather than a judicial one.¹³⁸ This not only contributes to a better design of procedural guarantees but also to establishing mechanism for monitoring algorithmic decision-making in line with the approach to be followed under forthcoming AI rules.

#6 – EMFA should include a certification mechanism for more transparent and inclusive algorithmic moderation

Case-by-case moderation is highly complex in a context where millions of communications exchanges take place every hour in social media, making algorithmic moderation a workable technical solution to massively monitor and adjudicate free speech.¹³⁹ But who controls the controllers? Here again, the legislator should establish independent and inclusive mechanisms to oversight automated content moderation.

From the perspective of regulatory coherence, here it is suggested that, in line with the EU approach to the regulation of AI systems, the use of algorithms for content moderation in the EU digital market should comply with European standards containing the specifications to essential requirements set out in the regulation before they are placed in the market. This

¹³⁵ Point raised by D. Tambini in the Workshop ‘Towards Digital Constitutionalism’ EUI (Florence), 26 November 2021.

¹³⁶ Tambini (2021), Media Freedom, supra n 16.

¹³⁷ For example, it is of utmost importance that the function of private adjudication is not confused with the role of the courts. In this regard, references to the FOB as a Supreme Court should be avoided, especially if they come from lawyers.


market regulation approach will be not only consistent with forthcoming risk-based AI rules, which consider law enforcement using AI dealing with fundamental rights as high-risk and that leaves the definition of the requirements to standardisation, but also with the use of Article 114 TFEU as a legal basis.

The main problem with regulatory delegation to (private) standard-setting bodies is that standardisation is often considered utilitarian, technocratic, and undemocratic. As the invisible foundation of the internal market, European standards provide the conditions for the mutual recognition under free movement of goods and (information society) services. Moreover, in addition to making the internal market technically interoperable, it is argued that standardisation contributes to incorporate EU democratic values inside and outside the internal market. Due to the potential of standardisation to set globally dominant standards, the European Commission is using the current proposal amending the EU Regulation on Standardisation as an opportunity to reinforce the democratic credentials of standardisation bodies by improving decision-making processes within the European Standardisation Organisations (ESOs) and requesting them to ‘modernise their governance to fully represent the public interest’.

Accordingly, certification mechanisms using EU harmonised standards can arguably contribute to alleviate problems associated with the related to opacity, (lack of) fairness and politisation of algorithmic moderation. Following the approval of the amendment to the EU Regulation on standardisation, EU national standardisation bodies will hold decision-making power in the development of EU-mandate standards. Representation in these bodies includes societal stakeholders. Seen this way, standardisation can be considered a way to replace self-regulatory solutions with co-regulatory ones in the private adjudication of fundamental rights. Therefore, in the context of media freedom, despite well-founded concerns about delegating regulatory power to standard-setting bodies, standardisation stands as a more inclusive mechanism for regulating algorithms for content moderation than unmonitored private regulation while preventing state interference through public regulation. Ultimately, the incorporation of democratic values and interest into European standards is monitored by the Court of Justice of the European Union since standards published in the EU Official Journal are considered part of EU law and, consequently, can be interpreted by this Court.

---
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146 In fact, one of the ESOs, the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN, Comité Européen de Normalisation) together with the Journalism Trust Initiative (JTI), have developed industry standards (CWA 17493:2019) to ensure that news media operate according to criteria that promote transparency and accountability.
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6. Conclusion

Recent regulatory initiatives such as the DSA show that, due to their capacity to manage countercultures, controlling speech and ultimately increasing threats to democracy, online platforms and aggregators should no longer be treated as “lemonade stands”; they are too big to self-regulate. Yet, in the context of media freedom, a compromise shall be reached due to, first, the need to preserve self-regulatory structures as a buffer against undesired governmental control of the media and, second, to benefit from the capacity of platforms to enforce regulation massively and effectively. Despite the difficulty to strike such a balance, regulating media freedom and pluralism in the online ecosystem cannot be a mere exercise of wishful thinking.

In this light, this article has shown how legislators are increasingly shifting their attention towards platforms and aggregators to better understand how they provide content to users in order to design specific interventions for preventing illegitimate uses of the technology that put democracy at risk. However, the lack of supranational coordination involves significant challenges for the protection of EU fundamental rights and values in a consistent manner due to diverging rules and approaches as well as different understandings of media freedom and independence. Moreover, this regulatory fragmentation is juxtaposed with different media rules for different technologies, namely traditional and new media. Therefore, it is argued that resulting gaps in the protection of media freedom and pluralism in the digital single market need to be bridged with harmonised EU rules, further regulatory cooperation, and a regulatory framework consistent with the principle of technology neutrality in a context of technological change.

Notwithstanding increasing pressures to provide supranational regulatory solutions, the EU legislator should not be rushed, and any regulatory intervention should be sufficiently and carefully pondered. Emerging problems require innovative solutions. Accordingly, this article calls for designing the forthcoming European Media Freedom Act (EMFA) as meta-regulation. Meta-regulation can contribute to establishing a dynamic and non-hierarchical architecture establishing, under a single instrument, consistent regulatory and self-regulatory standards for media freedom. Thus, in a manner consistent with the EU regulatory approach in the draft DSA and the proposal for an AI Regulation (AI Act), a meta-regulation approach can include a primary legislative layer that functions as a safety net consisting of legally binding rules and including any institutional alterations. The definition of certain aspects should be left to those who more effectively can regulate and enforce regulatory solutions, creating a secondary, more self-regulatory, layer. Within this framework, interactions among the two layers are possible; for example, the primary layer can require drawing up regulatory private contracts that incorporate public policy considerations into platforms’ terms and conditions. The system will then be wrapped with specific guarantees, monitoring mechanisms and objectives defined at EU level to ensure media independence and avoid state interferences.

148 Such as for example Article 12 DSA proposal.
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